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a b s t r a c t

Volatile production rates, relative abundances, rotational temperatures, and spatial distributions in the
comaweremeasured in C/2012 S1 (ISON) using long-slit high-dispersion (k/Dk � 2.5 � 104) infrared spec-
troscopy as part of a worldwide observing campaign. Spectra were obtained on UT 2013 October 26 and 28
with NIRSPEC at the W.M. Keck Observatory, and UT 2013 November 19 and 20 with CSHELL at the
NASA IRTF. H2O was detected on all dates, with production rates increasing markedly from
(8.7 ± 1.5) � 1027 molecules s�1 on October 26 (Rh = 1.12 AU) to (3.7 ± 0.4) � 1029 molecules s�1 on
November 20 (Rh = 0.43 AU). Short-term variability of H2O production is also seen as observations on
November 19 show an increase in H2O production rate of nearly a factor of two over a period of about
6 h. C2H6, CH3OH and CH4 abundances in ISON are slightly depleted relative to H2O when compared to
mean values for comets measured at infrared wavelengths. On the November dates, C2H2, HCN and OCS
abundances relative to H2O appear to be within the range of mean values, whereas H2CO and NH3 were
significantly enhanced. There is evidence that the abundances with respect to H2O increased for some spe-
cies but not others between October 28 (Rh = 1.07 AU) and November 19 (Rh = 0.46 AU). The high mixing
ratios of H2CO/CH3OH and C2H2/C2H6 on November 19, and changes in the mixing ratios of some species
with respect to H2O between October 28 to November 19, indicates compositional changes thatmay be the
result of a transition from sampling radiation-processed outer layers in this dynamically new comet to
sampling more pristine natal material as the outer processed layer was increasingly eroded and the ther-
mal wave propagated into the nucleus as the comet approached perihelion for the first time. On November
19 and 20, the spatial distribution for dust appears asymmetric and enhanced in the antisolar direction,
whereas spatial distributions for volatiles (excepting CN) appear symmetric with their peaks slightly offset
in the sunward direction compared to the dust. Spatial distributions for H2O, HCN, C2H6, C2H2, andH2CO on
November 19 show no definitive evidence for significant contributions from extended sources; however,
broader spatial distributions for NH3 and OCS may be consistent with extended sources for these species.
Abundances of HCN and C2H2 on November 19 and 20 are insufficient to account for reported abundances
of CN and C2 in ISON near this time. Differences in HCN and CN spatial distributions are also consistent
with HCN as only a minor source of CN in ISON on November 19 as the spatial distribution of CN in the
coma suggests a dominant distributed source that is correlated with dust and not volatile release. The spa-
tial distributions for NH3 and NH2 are similar, suggesting that NH3 is the primary source of NH2 with no
evidence of a significant dust source of NH2; however, the higher production rates derived for NH3 com-
pared to NH2 on November 19 and 20 remain unexplained. This suggests a more complete analysis that
treats NH2 as a distributed source and accounts for its emission mechanism is needed for future work.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Background

C/2012 S1 (ISON) (hereafter ISON) was discovered on Septem-
ber 21, 2012, by Vitali Nevski and Artyom Novichonok at the 0.4-
m reflector of the International Scientific Optical Network (ISON)
when it was at a distance of 6.3 AU from the Sun. Shortly there-
after, orbital determinations indicated that the comet was likely
dynamically new and would make a perihelion passage extremely
close to the Sun (0.012 AU) on 28 November 2013. The detection
of ISON at such a large heliocentric distance suggested that it
could be large and might become quite bright. In addition, there
was a long period of favorable observing conditions leading up to
perihelion, followed by a close post-perihelion approach to Earth
(0.42 AU) in December 2013. Because sungrazing comets are usu-
ally small and discovered near perihelion, the long-term availabil-
ity of ISON for observations presented a unique opportunity to
study the evolution of a dynamically new sungrazing comet for
many months prior to perihelion, before it experienced extreme
heating for the first time, and then potentially through and past
perihelion.

These unique circumstances led NASA to organize the Comet
ISON Observing Campaign (CIOC) to coordinate observations of
ISON from many different facilities covering a broad spectral
range. Based on orbital and brightness considerations, the optimal
time for infrared spectroscopic observations spanned from Octo-
ber 2013 to January 2014. Planning of infrared spectroscopic
observations was especially challenging because the brightness
evolution and the survivability of ISON as it approached perihe-
lion were highly uncertain at the time when observing proposals
were solicited (March and April 2013). Additionally, ISON had
limited dark-time availability during optimal observing times;
therefore, daytime observations were required for much of the
prime period when the comet was close to the Sun. Accounting
for these circumstances, NASA, the CIOC, the W.M. Keck Observa-
tory, and the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) worked
together to put aside blocks of time, enabling an efficient scien-
tific study of ISON.

We obtained a total of sixteen blocks of time to observe ISON
at Keck and IRTF with eight blocks each pre- and post-perihelion.
The light-gathering power of Keck enabled fruitful observations
within 3-h blocks of dark-time when the comet was farther from
the Sun. The daytime observing capability of IRTF allowed obser-
vations of ISON when it was brighter and closer to the Sun. Four
scheduled pre-perihelion blocks were completely lost (November
11, 12, 14, and 21) and two others were partially lost (October 26
and November 20) due to poor weather. All post-perihelion nights
were lost with the complete disruption of the nucleus of ISON
near perihelion. We thus report here H2O rotational temperatures,
volatile production rates, and spatial distributions in the coma of
ISON on four pre-perihelion dates. In Section 2 we discuss how
observations were obtained and our methodology for analyzing
these data. In Section 3 we discuss our results in detail, including
the evolution of observed H2O production rates, the derived rota-
tional temperatures of H2O in the coma, production rates and rel-
ative abundances of C2H6, CH3OH, CH4, C2H2, HCN, H2CO, NH3,
NH2 and OCS with respect to H2O, and how the volatile chemistry
in ISON evolved with time and how it compares with other
comets. Because we determined spatial distributions for H2O,
C2H6, C2H2, HCN, H2CO, NH3, NH2, OCS and CN in the coma, we
also discuss the potential sources of these volatiles in ISON. In
particular, we compare abundances and spatial distributions for
parent volatile species HCN and NH3 to potential corresponding
daughter species CN and NH2, thus providing information on
the possible sources for these daughter species in ISON. Our over-
all findings are summarized in Section 4.
2. Observations & data analysis

Observations on UT October 26 and 28 (all presented dates and
times hereafter are UT unless otherwise noted) were obtained with
the NIRSPEC instrument (McLean et al., 1998) at the 10-m W.M.
Keck Observatory on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, when ISON was predicted
to be sufficiently productive and still available at night. Observa-
tions on November 19 and 20 were obtained with the CSHELL spec-
trometer (Greene et al., 1993) at the 3-m NASA IRTF on Mauna Kea,
Hawaii, during daytime when the Sun–observer–ISON angle was
between 25� and 28�. Although challenging, comet observations
with IRTF/CSHELL have been successfully performed in the past
under similar conditions (e.g. Dello Russo et al., 2009a; DiSanti
et al., 2009). The observing circumstances for all ISON observations
are summarized in Table 1.

For the ISON observations with NIRSPEC we used a 2400 � 000.432
slit, resulting in a spectral resolving power (k/Dk) � 28,000. At each
grating setting, comet spectra were acquired using a sequence of
four scans with an integration time of 1 min on-source per scan
(4 min for the complete sequence). During a sequence of scans
the telescope was nodded 1200 between A and B positions in an
ABBA pattern, keeping the comet on-slit for all integrations with
the midpoint of the slit approximately equidistant from the A
and B positions. The slit was set in position angle mode at 282�
on October 26. Because of the observed faintness of ISON on Octo-
ber 26 and for operational simplicity, the slit was instead set in the
nominal, physically fixed position on NIRSPEC on October 28,
allowing the slit to rotate on the sky during those observations.
At each grating setting spectra of infrared standard stars were
taken: HR 4227 on October 26 and HR 3134 on October 28. The
widest NIRSPEC slit is only five pixels (000.74) wide, so corrections
for slit losses were included in the NIRSPEC flux calibration analy-
sis. The average seeing (FWHM) on both dates was about 000.5.

CSHELL has a 256 � 256-pixel InSb array detector with a pixel
size of 000.2 � 000.2 resulting in k/Dk � 25,000 for the 5-pixel (100)
wide slit and providing spatial coverage along the 3000 length of
the slit. During a sequence of scans the telescope was nodded
1500 between A and B positions in an ABBA pattern, keeping the
comet on-slit for all integrations with the midpoint of the slit
approximately equidistant from the A and B positions. The CSHELL
slit was oriented east–west during observations on November 19
and 20 when the position angle of the extended Sun–comet radius
vector was 286�; therefore, the Sun position in the plane of the slit
was at an angle of 16� south of east. The Sun–comet–observer
angle on these dates ranged over about 91–94�, so the Sun was
almost in the plane of the slit from the standpoint of the observer.
All CSHELL observations of ISON occurred during daylight when
tracking non-sidereal objects is complicated because the autoguid-
ing capability of the telescope cannot be used and atmospheric
seeing is generally poor and variable. Images of the comet were
therefore taken before and after each sequence of scans to assess
cometary drift and update telescope tracking rates as needed. To
minimize drift within a sequence of scans, integration times on
the comet were limited to one hundred and sixty seconds per scan
sequence (forty seconds per scan) instead of the more typical two
hundred and forty seconds used in the dark-time observations
with NIRSPEC. De-focusing can often occur rapidly during daytime
observations due to sunlight striking and heating the telescope
structure, so the focus was regularly checked and updated using
a bright star close to the comet. The combination of seeing, drift,
and de-focusing affect the measured point spread function (PSF);
for our observations, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
a stellar PSF was typically about four to eight pixels (000.8–100.6)
within the observing period (although there were likely brief peri-
ods of 200 or more). Additional observational details are given in



Table 1
Observing log for observations of C/2012 S1 (ISON).

UT datea UT timea Rh
b (AU) Db (AU) Ddot

b (km s�1) Grating settingc mcc (cm�1) Volatile targets Lines usedd Itime
e (min)

October 26 15:36 1.123 1.383 �51.1 KLA 3017 CH4 4 20
3279 C2H2 3

NH2 1
3540 H2O 1

October 28 15:21 1.077 1.325 �50.3 KLB 2996 C2H6 5 52
CH4 1
CH3OH 6

3256 C2H2 4
NH2 1

3385 NH3 2
H2O 4

3515 H2O 1

November 19 17:08 0.466 0.860 �8.2 H2OA 3514.5 H2O 1 8
17:30 0.466 0.859 �8.1 C2H6A 2984.4 C2H6 2 8

CH3OH 1
17:51 0.465 0.859 �8.0 H2OB 3452.5 H2O 7 10⅔
18:31 0.464 0.859 �7.8 HCNA 3302.7 HCN 2 32

C2H2 1
OH 1
NH2 2

19:26 0.463 0.859 �7.5 H2OC 3379.2 H2O 2 24
OH 2
NH3 1

20:18 0.461 0.859 �7.3 H2COA 2783.6 H2CO 1 24
21:22 0.460 0.859 �7.0 OCSA 2055.4 H2O 1 24

OCS 4
CN 1

22:31 0.458 0.859 �6.6 H2OD 2003.9 H2O 1 20
HNC 2

23:06 0.457 0.859 �6.4 H2OA 3514.5 H2O 1 5⅓

November 20 16:55 0.431 0.856 �3.3 H2OA 3514.7 H2O 1 4
17:29 0.430 0.856 �3.1 C2H6A 2984.4 C2H6 2 5⅓

CH3OH 1
18:00 0.429 0.856 �3.0 H2OB 3452.4 H2O 7 8
18:35 0.428 0.856 �2.8 HCNA 3302.7 HCN 2 5⅓

C2H2 1
OH 1
NH2 2

21:10 0.424 0.856 �1.9 H2OC 3379.2 H2O 2 9⅓
OH 1
NH3 1

a Dates are UT 2013 and times are the midpoint within a range for the given grating setting. Observations on October 26 and 28 were obtained with NIRSPEC at the Keck
Observatory. Observations on November 19 and 20 were obtained with CSHELL at the NASA IRTF.

b The heliocentric distance (Rh), geocentric distance (D) and geocentric velocity (Ddot) of C/2012 S1 (ISON).
c NIRSPEC settings (KLA, KLB) contain multiple orders, so mc is the central wavenumber of a particular order within a setting. Each setting encompasses six orders with

�40 cm�1 grasp per order. CSHELL settings have a spectral grasp of �5–9 cm�1, so mc is the central wavenumber of each CSHELL setting.
d The total number of lines used in determining line fluxes, production rates, or upper limits for each species within a grating setting. Emissions that are a blend of more

than one line are counted only once.
e On-source integration time.
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Table 1. For each comet grating setting, spectra of infrared standard
stars were obtained using the 400 wide slit.

The data were processed using algorithms specifically tailored
to our comet observations, and application of these to both NIR-
SPEC and CSHELL have been described elsewhere (e.g., Dello
Russo et al., 1998, 2006, 2008; DiSanti et al., 2001; Bonev, 2005).
Initial processing included flat-fielding and removal of high-dark-
current pixels and cosmic ray hits. Spectral frames were registered
such that the spectral dimension fell along rows and the spatial
dimension along columns. To account for drift between individual
frames, each frame was registered to the same spectral row by
using signal from the continuum before frames from the same
grating setting were coadded.

Fully resolved atmospheric models covering the wavelength
ranges of each grating setting were generated. These atmospheric
models were binned to the instrumental sampling interval, con-
volved to the resolution of the comet spectrum, and normalized
to the comet continuum and used to assign wavelength scales to
the extracted spectra and to establish absolute column burdens
for each significant absorbing species in the terrestrial atmosphere
(Fig. 1). The column burdens for H2O within our best-fit atmo-
spheric models were checked for reliability with contemporaneous
atmospheric water opacity measurements recorded in the daily
archive of the Caltech Sub-millimeter Observatory to assure con-
sistency between grating settings. Volatile emission features were
separated from the continuum by subtracting the normalized
atmospheric model from the comet spectrum row by row, yielding
the spectral residuals (residuals for each grating setting are shown
at the bottom of each panel in Fig. 1 and also in Fig. 2). The atmo-
spheric transmittance function is still convolved with the residuals
so the true line flux (Fline) incident at the top of the terrestrial
atmosphere was determined by dividing the observed line flux
by the monochromatic transmittance at the Doppler-shifted line
position using the fully resolved, best-fit atmospheric models.
Fluxes for individual lines sampled with NIRSPEC in October deter-
mined within 3-pixel (spectral) � 9-pixel (spatial) extracts
(000.43 � 100.72) centered on the peak gas intensity are listed in
Table 2. Fluxes for individual lines sampled in November with
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Fig. 1. Flux-calibrated spectral extracts and residuals from six CSHELL grating settings on UT 2013 November 19 (Table 1). All spectra are coadded over 5 spectral � 5 spatial
pixels (100 � 100) centered on the peak of the gas emission. Solid blue traces at the top of each panel are the ISON spectra with the best-fit synthetic atmospheric models
superimposed (dashed black traces). Molecular lines from the comet are seen as emissions in the comet spectra above the atmospheric model. Solid blue traces on the bottom
of each panel are the continuum-subtracted spectral residuals with the estimated ±1r channel-by-channel photon noise envelope given by the dotted black traces.
Assignments of emission features are noted as are the positions of undetected lines of HNC in panel (F). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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CSHELL and determined within 5-pixel (spectral) � 5-pixel (spa-
tial) extracts (100 � 100) centered on the peak gas intensity are listed
in Table 3.

Production rates and rotational temperatures were derived
from the column densities within nucleus-centered extracts
(3 � 9-pixels for NIRSPEC and 5 � 5-pixels for CSHELL) by applying
a coma model that assumes spherically symmetric outflow and
uniform velocity. Any outflow asymmetries will affect our derived
global production rates, but this method has been shown to be a
valid approach to first order and is unlikely to be a major source
of uncertainty (Xie and Mumma, 1996). For ISON, we assume a
gas outflow velocity of v = 0.8 � Rh

�0.5 km s�1. This relationship is
consistent with measured line widths seen at radio wavelengths
at Rh = 0.67–0.58 AU suggesting v � 1.1 km s�1 (Agúndez et al.,
2014), and from ALMA spectroscopy suggesting v � 1.0 km s�1 at
Rh = 0.54 AU (Cordiner et al., 2014). For high-resolution infrared
observations, the transit time for molecules from the nucleus to
the edge of the field of view (in the plane of the sky) is generally
short compared to the lifetime of measured species; in such cases
the derived production rates are proportional to the assumed out-
flow velocity. However, for the CSHELL observations in November,
as a result of the relatively small heliocentric distances, the transit
time for molecules from the nucleus to the edge of the slit may
have rivaled or exceeded the lifetimes of some species (e.g. H2CO
and NH3), so in these cases uncertainties in the lifetime add to
uncertainties in derived production rates.



Table 2
Line fluxes in C/2012 S1 (ISON) from Keck/NIRSPEC observations.

Molecule Band ID Line ID Line pos. (cm�1)a g-factor (10�7 s�1)b Line flux (10�20 Wm�2)c Growth factord Q (1025 s�1)e

UT 2013 October 26
H2O m1 + m3–m1 211–312 3514.41 13.6 72.9 ± 7.5 1.50 ± 0.15 870 ± 120
CH4 m3 P2 2999.02 164 4.4 ± 2.8 5.0 ± 3.3

Q1 3018.82 185 0.4 ± 6.0 0.4 ± 6.2
R0 3028.75 422 0.2 ± 3.8 0.08 ± 1.8
R1 3038.50 316 1.9 ± 2.5 1.1 ± 1.5

C2H2 m2 + m4 + m5 P7 3265.26 127 1.6 ± 2.8 2.2 ± 3.9
R1 3286.58 112 �2.2 ± 1.8 �3.4 ± 2.7
R5 3295.88 108 3.1 ± 2.9 5.0 ± 4.6

NH2 m1 220–111 3301.71 200 5.7 ± 1.6 5.7 ± 3.1

UT 2013 October 28
H2O m1 + m3–m1 211–312 3514.41 13.6 103 ± 5 1.36 ± 0.14 1010 ± 114

2m1–m3 101–202 3399.37 2.10 19.2 ± 2.5 1250 ± 205
212–313 3382.10 2.11 16.1 ± 1.6 1050 ± 149
221–322 3372.75 1.07 12.9 ± 1.3 1650 ± 232

2m1–m1 221–330 3394.08 1.65 14.4 ± 2.0 1200 ± 205
NH3 m1 sqR(1, 0) 3376.29 28.6 �1.4 ± 1.4 �6.7 ± 6.6

sqR(1, 1)
aqR(2, 0) 3393.82 16.5 1.0 ± 2.0 8.7 ± 16.8
aqR(2, 1)

C2H6 m7 RQ1 2990.09 352 9.7 ± 1.4 4.27 ± 0.76
RQ0 2986.73 452 9.5 ± 2.3 3.27 ± 0.85
PQ1 2983.38 392 6.9 ± 1.5 2.72 ± 0.66
PQ2 2980.07 338 5.1 ± 2.0 2.34 ± 0.94
PQ3 2976.77 241 8.6 ± 1.5 5.53 ± 1.13

CH4 m3 P2 2999.02 164 3.4 ± 1.7 3.26 ± 1.68
CH3OH m2 Q E(�1? 0) 3001.1 33 1.0 ± 1.2 4.8 ± 5.8

Q E(0? �1) 2999.8 23 0.4 ± 1.4 2.6 ± 9.6
Q E(1? 0) 2997.1 37 3.4 ± 1.3 14 ± 6
Q A(1? 0) 2996.7 86 9.2 ± 2.2 17 ± 4
Q E(1? 2) 2990.8 37 1.1 ± 1.4 4.6 ± 5.8
Q A(2? 3) 2981.8 29 2.2 ± 1.7 12 ± 9

C2H2 m2 + m4 + m5 P3 3274.82 169 1.7 ± 1.9 1.5 ± 1.6
P5 3270.60 181 �1.6 ± 2.1 �1.3 ± 1.6
P7 3265.26 127 1.1 ± 1.3 1.2 ± 1.4
P9 3260.43 63 0.6 ± 1.5 1.3 ± 3.4

NH2 m1 5 lines 3249.9–3250.7 584 14.6 ± 2.3 4.0 ± 1.7

a These values are rest positions for single lines, average rest positions for two lines, or a range of rest positions for coadded lines.
b The g-factors at Rh = 1 AU derived for an assumed rotational temperature of 50 K.
c These values are line fluxes within a 3 spectral � 9 spatial pixel extract (000 .43 � 100 .73) centered on the peak gas productivity. Uncertainties in fluxes include photon noise

(reflected in the S/N of individual lines) and an estimated uncertainty in the assumed rotational temperature of ±10 K.
d The multiplicative growth factor is the ratio between production rates derived from off-nucleus and on-nucleus extracts. On both dates the multiplicative growth factors

for all species are assumed to be the same as was derived for the H2O line at 3514.41 cm�1.
e Derived production rates for individual lines. Uncertainties include photon noise (reflected in the S/N of individual lines) and uncertainties in the multiplicative growth

factor. Calibration errors are not included.
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Production rates derived from nucleus-centered extracts are
always underestimated owing to slit losses, so a production rate
growth curve analysis is performed to determine production rates
from regions offset from the nucleus where slit losses due to see-
ing, comet drift, and suboptimal focus are less important (Dello
Russo et al., 1998). For this analysis, the multiplicative growth
factor is the ratio of derived production rates determined from
off-nucleus extracts to production rates determined from extracts
centered on the peak gas intensity. In cases where strong lines of
a molecule are present, reliable multiplicative growth factors are
derived. Reliable multiplicative growth factors can also be obtained
when multiple emission lines from a single species are present
within a grating setting and the signal-to-noise ratio of the com-
bined molecular emission in offset positions from the nucleus is
sufficient. For species whose lines are few, weak or not apparent
(in cases where only upper limits are derived) multiplicative
growth factors are assumed to be the same as for other species
detected within the same grating setting.

It is expected that species that are produced with a significant
contribution from an extended source will have a larger multi-
plicative growth factor than species released directly as a parent
from the nucleus. However, seeing, tracking and de-focusing will
also affect multiplicative growth factors, so these effects need to
be accounted for when interpreting any differences between spe-
cies. In particular, seeing, tracking and de-focusing were certainly
variable between different settings obtained during daytime
CSHELL observations on November 19 and 20. Fortunately mole-
cules obtained within the same grating setting can be robustly
compared, and for most settings lines of H2O or OH prompt emis-
sion were detected providing a measure of the H2O multiplicative
growth factor and production rate. Multiplicative growth factors
derived or assumed for individual emissions are given in Tables 2
and 3.
3. Results

3.1. Rotational temperatures, production rates, and relative
abundances

In order to obtain rotational temperatures and production rates
from measured line fluxes, the fluorescence efficiencies (g-factors)
for individual ro-vibrational lines are needed as a function of tem-
perature. A description of the fluorescence models used in this
analysis for all parent molecules is given elsewhere (e.g. Dello
Russo et al., 2009a, 2011, and references therein). NH2 g-factors



Table 3
Line fluxes in C/2012 S1 (ISON) from IRTF/CSHELL observations.

Molecule Band ID Line ID Line pos.a (cm�1) g-factorb (10�7 s�1) Line fluxc (10�18 Wm�2) Growth factord Q (1027 s�1)e

UT 2013 November 19
H2O m1 + m3–m1 211–312 3514.41 10.4 75.3 ± 3.9 2.29 ± 0.05 240 ± 13
C2H6 m7 RQ0 2986.73 305 7.34 ± 0.51 1.95 ± 0.11 0.80 ± 0.07

PQ1 2983.38 266 4.31 ± 0.38 2.31 ± 0.11 0.64 ± 0.06
CH3OH m2 Q A(2? 3) 2981.8 29 2.53 ± 0.36 2.15 ± 0.41 3.18 ± 0.75
H2O m1 + m3–m1 422–523 3456.44 1.79 16.4 ± 0.9 1.95 ± 0.10 262 ± 20

524–625 3449.38 0.77 7.19 ± 0.47 1.75 ± 0.19 242 ± 31
m1 + m3–m3 221–220 3454.69 0.45 4.33 ± 0.33 2.39 ± 0.52 336 ± 77
2m1–m3 110–111 3450.29 1.04 8.63 ± 0.52 2.01 ± 0.15 245 ± 23
Blend 2 lines 3455.97 0.63 8.44 ± 0.66 1.85 ± 0.16 362 ± 42
Blend 2 lines 3453.22 1.40 16.5 ± 0.9 1.74 ± 0.17 300 ± 35
Blend 3 lines 3448.76 1.19 12.8 ± 1.2 2.10 ± 0.19 333 ± 43

HCN m3 P3 3302.55 166 4.09 ± 0.26 2.11 ± 0.10 0.80 ± 0.06
P4⁄ 3299.53 199 3.62 ± 0.23 2.21 ± 0.09 0.62 ± 0.05

C2H2 m3 R3 3304.17 99 2.26 ± 0.18 2.04 ± 0.25 0.72 ± 0.11
OH 2? 1 P2.5 2+/2� 3303.81 3.19 ± 0.22 2.42 ± 0.21
NH2 m1 220–111

2.5? 1.5
3301.71 98 5.64 ± 0.32 3.05 ± 0.18 2.62 ± 0.27

220–111

1.5? 0.5
3301.99 51 2.96 ± 0.20 2.65 ± 0.29

H2O 2m1–m3 212–313 3382.10 1.34 9.77 ± 0.51 2.36 ± 0.05 256 ± 14
202–303 3378.48 0.46 2.56 ± 0.18 3.14 ± 0.28 259 ± 30

OH 1? 0 P4.5 2� 3378.07 4.16 ± 0.25 2.20 ± 0.12
P4.5 2+ 3377.89 4.73 ± 0.27 2.11 ± 0.11

NH3 m1 sqR(1, 0) 3376.29 14.7 1.75 ± 0.15 5.75 ± 0.65 13.0 ± 1.8
sqR(1, 1)

H2CO m1 12 lines 2781.0 123 4.59 ± 0.31 3.03 ± 0.28 2.92 ± 0.33
H2O m3–m2 404–505 2053.86 1.73 8.19 ± 0.59 2.59 ± 0.30 298 ± 41
OCS m1 P19 2054.08 505 1.87 ± 0.34 3.16 ± 0.30 0.33 ± 0.07

P18 2054.53 523 3.43 ± 0.33 0.58 ± 0.08
P15 2055.86 554 3.22 ± 0.30 0.52 ± 0.07
P14 2056.30 555 2.83 ± 0.32 0.45 ± 0.07

CN 1? 0 R3 2057.20 18.5 ± 1.0
H2O m1–m2 101–212 2003.39 3.71 19.5 ± 1.2 2.64 ± 0.11 343 ± 26
HNC m1 P7 2002.22 218 1.99 ± 0.63 0.52 ± 0.16

P6 2005.38 232 0.36 ± 0.64 0.09 ± 0.15
H2O m1 + m3–m1 211–312 3514.41 10.4 97.2 ± 4.9 3.35 ± 0.15 440 ± 30

UT 2013 November 20
H2O m1 + m3–m1 211–312 3514.41 9.44 146 ± 7 2.06 ± 0.03 410 ± 22
C2H6 m7 RQ0 2986.73 277 12.1 ± 0.9 2.08 ± 0.15 1.37 ± 0.14

PQ1 2983.38 242 7.24 ± 0.75 2.60 ± 0.20 1.17 ± 0.15
CH3OH m2 Q A(2? 3) 2981.8 29 4.16 ± 0.73 2.08 ± 0.66 5.0 ± 1.8
H2O m1 + m3–m1 422–523 3456.44 2.18 24.3 ± 1.7 2.52 ± 0.15 365 ± 33

524–625 3449.38 1.09 10.3 ± 1.3 312 ± 43
m1 + m3–m3 221–220 3454.69 0.41 4.07 ± 0.91 326 ± 75
2m1–m3 110–111 3450.29 0.92 9.16 ± 1.19 329 ± 47
Blend 2 lines 3455.97 0.62 10.9 ± 2.1 579 ± 118
Blend 2 lines 3453.22 1.24 11.5 ± 1.5 304 ± 42
Blend 3 lines 3448.76 1.74 15.3 ± 3.5 288 ± 68

HCN m3 P3 3302.55 145 6.52 ± 1.34 2.20 ± 0.44 1.35 ± 0.38
P4⁄ 3299.53 176 4.51 ± 1.29 0.77 ± 0.27

C2H2 m3 R3 3304.17 88 2.23 ± 1.35 0.76 ± 0.51
OH 2? 1 P2.5 2+/2� 3303.81 6.65 ± 1.54
NH2 m1 220–111

2.5? 1.5
3301.71 98 6.28 ± 1.50 3.05 ± 0.61 2.7 ± 0.8

220–111

1.5? 0.5
3301.99 51 2.99 ± 1.49 2.5 ± 1.3

H2O 2m1–m3 212–313 3381.10 1.20 13.3 ± 1.0 2.88 ± 0.24 417 ± 48
202–303 3378.48 0.44 5.62 ± 0.96 2.25 ± 0.36 379 ± 88

OH 1? 0 P4.5 2+/2� 3378 15.2 ± 1.4 2.79 ± 0.33
NH3 m1 sqR(1, 0) 3376.29 12.6 3.59 ± 0.76 2.88 ± 0.79 14 ± 5

sqR(1, 1)

a These values are rest positions for single lines, average rest positions for two lines, or a range of rest positions for coadded lines.
b The g-factors at Rh = 1 AU are derived from a rotational temperature of 116 K on November 19 and 136 K on November 20 for all species (except NH2) based on derived

rotational temperatures for H2O on these dates. Assumed NH2 rotational temperature is 80 K on both dates.
c These values are line fluxes within a 5 spectral � 5 spatial pixel extract (100 � 100) centered on the peak gas emission. Uncertainties in fluxes include photon noise (reflected

in the S/N of individual lines).
d The correction factor is the ratio between production rates derived from off-nucleus and on-nucleus extracts. This is needed to determine absolute production rates from

nucleus-centered line fluxes because production rates derived from nucleus-centered line fluxes are low due to slit losses. In some cases terminal-to-nucleus values were
determined for individual lines in other cases to improve the S/N of the correction factor, several lines were summed to provide the value. For lines where there was
insufficient S/N to determine a correction factor, one was assumed based on correction factors determined for lines within the same setting.

e Derived production rates for individual lines. Uncertainties include photon noise (reflected in the S/N of individual lines) and uncertainties in multiplicative growth factor.
Calibration errors are not included.
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were obtained from a recently developed fluorescence model used
to determine NH2 production rates in comets (Kawakita and
Mumma, 2011).

Because the predicted strengths or g-factors for individual lines
are temperature-dependent, the rotational temperature is needed
for the most accurate determination of production rates. In general,
the rotational temperature of a species in the coma can be deter-
mined if multiple strong lines with a range of ground-state rota-
tional energies are measured (e.g. Dello Russo et al., 2004). In the
case of ISON on October 26 and 28, few molecular lines were
detected owing to the low productivity of the comet at that time
(Fig. 1, Table 2), and a rotational temperature could not be reliably
determined for any species. Therefore, g-factors for all sampled
emissions are based on a common adopted rotational temperature
of 50 K on both dates (Table 2). An assumed gas rotational temper-
ature of 50 K on October 26 and 28 is reasonable based on comet
productivity and heliocentric distance and is consistent with a
measured rotational temperature of H2O in ISON of (60 ± 10) K
on November 7 when the comet was closer to the Sun and slightly
more productive (Paganini et al., 2013).

The comet production rate increased significantly by mid-
November, so a measure of the H2O rotational temperature was
feasible with CSHELL observations. A grating setting that contains
multiple H2O lines with a range of lower-state energies and which
has been used in the past to provide sensitive H2O rotational tem-
perature measurements (Dello Russo et al., 2004) was thus tar-
geted on both IRTF dates. H2O rotational temperatures of 116 ± 4
and 136 ± 9 K were derived on November 19 and 20 respectively,
based on line fluxes within 5 � 5-pixel (100 � 100) extracts centered
on the peak gas intensity.

The H2O rotational temperature and column density were also
determined spatially on November 19 by extracting emission spec-
tra at successive positions along the slit where there was sufficient
flux from measured H2O lines (Fig. 3). Spatially resolved rotational
temperature determinations in C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) and 73P/Sc
hwassmann–Wachmann 3 showed a steady decrease in the H2O
rotational temperature as distance from the nucleus increased,
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Fig. 3. Spatially resolved rotational temperature (red diamonds), H2O column density (s
November 19 in ISON. The slit orientation is shown graphically in the upper right and i
radius vector. The solar phase angle during this time was 91.5�, so from the standpoint
temperature decrease is seen as distance from the nucleus increases, but there is a seco
antisolar direction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, th
consistent with sublimation from the nucleus followed by nearly
adiabatic expansion of the outflowing H2O molecules (Bonev
et al., 2007, 2008a). However, modeling of the coma of 73P/Schw
assmann–Wachmann 3B predicted a steeper drop in both H2O col-
umn densities and rotational temperatures with increasing dis-
tance from the nucleus than seen in the observational data,
suggesting a dominant release of H2O from a distributed source
of icy grains in the coma (Fougere et al., 2012). Asymmetries
between the H2O rotational temperature and H2O column densities
were seen in 103P/Hartley 2, which may also be the result of sig-
nificant release of H2O from icy grain sublimation in the coma
(Bonev et al., 2013).

Spatially resolved rotational temperatures in the coma of ISON
were measured on dates bracketing our November 19 observations
and show a rapidly evolving coma between Rh = 0.53 and 0.35 AU
(Bonev et al., 2014). The H2O rotational temperature at 0.53 AU
showed a steady decrease from a peak near the nucleus, whereas
the rotational temperature at Rh = 0.35 AU seemed to initially
increase on both sides of the nucleus before a final decrease, giving
a double-peaked appearance that bore no similarity to the spatial
distribution for the H2O column density (Bonev et al., 2014). Obser-
vations reported here on November 19 at Rh = 0.465 AU show a
snapshot within this time of rapid coma evolution.

Spatially resolved rotational temperature measurements on
November 19, obtained using the same methodology as Bonev
et al. (2014), show a secondary peak in the rotational temperature
at a projected distance of about 600 km from the nucleus in the
antisolar direction, and coupled with the results from Bonev
et al. (2014) suggests a growing spatial asymmetry of gas
rotational temperature in the coma with decreasing heliocentric
distance (Fig. 3). Detailed modeling is needed to definitively inves-
tigate the heating sources in the coma of ISON. Rotationally-hot
water molecules released from icy grains in the coma can effi-
ciently transfer energy through collisions to the cooler ambient
gas (Fougere et al., 2012). Since ISON was likely ejecting large
amounts of icy material from its nucleus during this time (Combi
et al., 2014), this is a plausible scenario. However, at the small
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heliocentric distances of these observations, photochemical heat-
ing is also expected to have a significant effect on the temperature
distribution in the coma (Combi et al., 1999). Thus the comparison
of spatially resolved H2O column densities and rotational temper-
atures in ISON presented in this work and in Bonev et al. (2014)
provide the most stringent observational constraint to date of
how photochemical heating and icy grain release at small heliocen-
tric distances work against cooling in the coma from adiabatic
expansion.

Within the HCNA grating setting on November 19 (Table 1)
there are potentially three strong NH2 lines, although one is
blended with the P2 line of HCN (Fig. 4). Because the intensity of
the blended NH2 line relative to the other two NH2 lines is extre-
mely sensitive to rotational temperature, it is possible to estimate
the rotational temperature of NH2 (Fig. 4A), assuming NH2 is
populated by fluorescence in a Boltzmann distribution (see
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Fig. 4. Comparison of spectral residuals in ISON to fluorescence models of contributing sp
the sensitivity of the relative intensities of these lines to rotational temperature. (B) Com
19 to individual fluorescence models for HCN, C2H2, NH2, OH, and H2O, and to the comb
Section 3.3.10). In the case of C/2004 Q2 (Machholz), the rotational
temperature of NH2 was consistent with that of H2O suggesting
that the NH2 population distribution was maintained by collisions
with H2O (Kawakita and Mumma, 2011). A comparison of NH2 flu-
orescence models as a function of temperature with spectral resid-
uals from the HCNA grating setting on November 19 suggests that
the rotational temperature of NH2 is�80 K on November 19 and 20
(Fig. 4), which is significantly lower than the derived H2O rota-
tional temperatures of 116 ± 4 and 136 ± 9 K on these dates. The
reason for this difference between H2O and NH2 rotational temper-
atures is unclear, but it suggests that the population distribution
for NH2 in the coma of ISON is an intermediate case between a
Boltzmann distribution maintained by collisions with H2O and a
more rotationally relaxed distribution.

Because the NH2 rotational temperature is estimated by the rel-
ative intensities of only three emissions, and one is blended with
ISON residuals
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the P2 line of HCN, only coarse trends in the NH2 rotational tem-
perature as a function of distance from the nucleus could be deter-
mined. NH2 rotational temperature appears to decrease by at least
20 K from the nucleus-centered position out to about 1000 km pro-
jected distance in the sunward direction, while it remains rela-
tively constant from the nucleus-centered position out to about
1000 km projected distance in the antisolar direction. Although
this is roughly similar to the spatially-resolved behavior of the
H2O rotational temperature, we do not have the sensitivity to dis-
cern more subtle asymmetries or possible double-peaked struc-
tures for NH2 as were seen for H2O (Fig. 3).

Rotational temperatures for other species were not determined
because either an insufficient number of spectral lines were
detected or the relative intensities of the lines were not sufficiently
sensitive to changes in the rotational temperature. Therefore, rota-
tional temperatures of 116 and 136 K were adopted for all other
species detected on November 19 and 20 respectively.

Line positions, g-factors, line fluxes, multiplicative growth fac-
tors, and production rates determined for individual lines are given
in Tables 2 and 3. Production rates for each species are determined
from a weighted average of production rates derived indepen-
dently for all detected or expected lines. For species where upper
limits are reported, a production rate was calculated indepen-
dently over each line position for that species for which there are
no known blends. Based on these line-by-line production rate
determinations, the overall production rate or upper limit for each
species on a particular date was determined (Table 4). Mixing
ratios for each volatile species, expressed as a percentage with
respect to H2O, are determined on each date and also averaged
over all dates (Table 4).
3.2. Uncertainties in derived production rates and relative abundances

Uncertainties in the derived rotational temperatures and abso-
lute production rates are rarely dominated by the signal-to-noise
ratios of individual spectral lines, as line-by-line deviations
between the best-fit fluorescence model and the data are typically
more important. Thus, reported uncertainties in line fluxes gener-
ally reflect the standard deviation from the mean of individual line
measurements. Uncertainties for the multiplicative growth factors,
flux calibration (estimated at 10%), rotational temperature (esti-
mated ±10 K uncertainty for adopted values of Trot), and photodis-
sociation lifetimes for short-lived species were also included in
absolute production rate uncertainties. Uncertainties in relative
abundances for species that are sampled simultaneously with
H2O (e.g. within the same grating setting) do not include flux cal-
ibration uncertainties.

In general, derived rotational temperatures for different species
in comets are similar (e.g. H2O, C2H6, HCN, CO, H2CO, CH3OH, C2H2)
(e.g. Dello Russo et al., 2008, 2011; Mumma et al., 2011; DiSanti
et al., 2014); however, for some species such as OCS and NH3, a
reliable rotational temperature has not been measured at infrared
wavelengths. We assume a rotational temperature of 116 ± 10 K
and 136 ± 10 K, with no variation as a function of distance from
the nucleus, for all parent species on November 19 and 20 respec-
tively (Table 4). It is possible that the rotational temperatures for
other species are different from H2O (as seems to be the case for
NH2), and this would affect the derived production rates (Table 5).
Based on the particular lines sampled for each species on Novem-
ber 19 and 20, derived production rates for HCN, C2H6, C2H2, and
NH3 are more dependent on assumed rotational temperature than
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H2O, H2CO, OCS, and HNC (Table 5). Also, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1, the derived H2O rotational temperature decreases with
distance from the nucleus on November 19 (Fig. 3). If it is assumed
that these species show the same rotational temperature trend
with distance from the nucleus as seen for H2O, we estimate that
derived production rates and relative abundances in Table 4 would
decrease by �4% for C2H6, HCN and C2H2 and �6% for NH3, and
have no significant effect on derived production rates for H2CO,
OCS, and HNC.

The multiplicative growth factors for lines detected in October
with NIRSPEC were determined from a strong H2O line with a rest
position of 3514.41 cm�1 and assumed to be constant for all spe-
cies with an uncertainty of 10% (Table 2). Growth factors were
determined in the November CSHELL data from individual lines
that were sufficiently strong or from a group of weaker lines within
a single setting (Table 3). Uncertainties in multiplicative growth
factors for lines detected with CSHELL range from �2% to 30%
(Table 3) and can dominate the uncertainty in derived absolute
production rates and mixing ratios for some species.

In most cases for observations of comets with CSHELL and NIR-
SPEC the photodissociation lifetime is long compared to the resi-
dent time of a molecule within the slit, allowing uncertainties in
the photodissociation scale length to be ignored. However, in the
case of ISON on November 19 and 20, lifetimes of some species
are shorter or begin to rival the slit residence times, which can
increase uncertainties in derived production rates if photodissoci-
ation rates are poorly constrained. For example, we assume a pho-
todissociation lifetime for H2CO of �760 s on November 19
(Huebner et al., 1992); however, the derived H2CO production rate
decreases by �20% if a photodissociation lifetime of �1060 s is
used (Table 6; Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 1992; Meier et al.,
1993). Similarly, different lifetime estimates for NH3 and OCS affect
derived production rates by 10% and 5% respectively on November
19 and 20 (Table 6). Different lifetime estimates for the other mea-
sured species with longer lifetimes do not significantly affect pro-
duction rate determinations.

Finally, production rate calculations assume spherically sym-
metric uniform release directly from the nucleus, so contributions
from extended sources can increase uncertainties. It is likely that in
the case of species with short-lived progenitors that the effect on
derived production rates are small. As mentioned in Section 2,
the combination of seeing, drift, and de-focusing on the November
dates result in a measured PSF of about four to eight pixels (�500–
1000 km in the spatial dimension), so the effects from short-lived
progenitors (e.g. icy grains of H2O, or H2CO parent) are already lar-
gely accounted for in the values and uncertainties of the multi-
plicative growth factors. The similar shape and the symmetry of
the spatial distribution of species, with the exception of known
daughter species CN support this (Figs. 5, 6).

3.3. Temporal changes in activity and spatial distribution for volatiles
in the coma

Here we describe in detail the results for each individual mole-
cule and, when appropriate, its relationship to other species.
Although our data are limited to four dates, we also discuss the
evolution of production rates and relative abundances with time
and how relative abundances of species with respect to H2O com-
pare to measurements in other comets. Finally, we discuss the nat-
ure of organic ices and dust in ISON as inferred from the spatial



Table 4
Absolute and relative production rates and rotational temperatures in C/2012 S1
(ISON).

Molecule Trot (K)a Q (1026 s�1)b Q/Q(H2O)%b

UT 2013 October 26
H2O 50 87 ± 15 100
CH4 50 <0.28 <0.32
C2H2 50 <0.40 <0.46
NH2 50 0.6 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.4

UT 2013 October 28
H2O 50 110 ± 20 100
C2H6 50 0.35 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.08
CH4 50 <0.49 <0.45
CH3OH 50 1.1 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.3
C2H2 50 <0.19 <0.17
NH3 50 <1.8 <1.6
NH2 50 0.40 ± 0.18 0.4 ± 0.2

UT 2013 November 19c

H2O 116 ± 4 2700 ± 300 100
C2H6 116 7.1 ± 1.0 0.27 ± 0.05
CH3OH 116 32 ± 8 1.2 ± 0.3
H2CO 116 29 ± 7 1.1 ± 0.3
HCN 116 6.8 ± 1.0 0.26 ± 0.04
C2H2 116 7.2 ± 1.4 0.27 ± 0.05
NH3 116 130 ± 30 5.0 ± 1.2
NH2 80 26 ± 6 1.0 ± 0.2
OCS 116 4.6 ± 0.7 0.16 ± 0.04
HNC 116 <4.4 <0.13

UT 2013 November 20c

H2O 136 ± 9 3700 ± 400 100
C2H6 136 13 ± 2 0.35 ± 0.06
CH3OH 136 50 ± 19 1.4 ± 0.6
HCN 136 9.7 ± 2.5 0.26 ± 0.07
C2H2 136 7.6 ± 5.1 0.21 ± 0.14
NH3 136 140 ± 60 3.4 ± 1.4
NH2 80 27 ± 9 0.7 ± 0.3

a The rotational temperature was assumed to be 50 K for all species on October
26 and 28. The H2O rotational temperature was determined from the relative
intensities of seven lines within setting H2OB on November 19 and 20. The derived
H2O rotational temperature was assumed for all other species on these dates except
NH2, which was determined to be �80 K.

b The uncertainties include standard error of the mean for individual line mea-
surements, uncertainties in the multiplicative growth factor, an assumed 10% error
in the flux calibration, and ±10 K uncertainties in Trot for all assumed values.

c On November 19 and 20 listed H2O production rates are an average from all
lines measured on that date. Relative abundances are compared to H2O values
obtained from the same setting (or adjacent settings if no H2O lines are sampled).

Table 6
Photodissociation lifetimes for molecules in the coma of ISON (November 19).

Molecule Photodissociation lifetime (s)a

H2O 1.8 � 104

C2H6 2.0 � 104

CH3OH 1.8 � 104

H2CO 7.6 � 102b

HCN 1.6 � 104

C2H2 1.5 � 104

NH3 1.2 � 103c

NH2 1.0 � 105

OCS 2.6 � 103

HNC 1.6 � 104d

CN 6.6 � 104

a All photodissociation lifetimes from Huebner et al. (1992) with lifetimes at
heliocentric distance 0.46 AU determined by dividing lifetimes at 1 AU by Rh

�2.
b Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier (1992) and Meier et al. (1993) give a longer

lifetime of �1060 s, which decreases the derived H2CO production rate on
November 19 by �20%.

c Allen et al. (1987) gives a longer lifetime of �1.4 � 103 s, which decreases the
derived NH3 production rates on November 19 and 20 by �10%.

d The photodissociation rate of HNC is assumed to be the same as HCN.
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distributions for species in the coma. We note that an independent
infrared study of ISON using NIRSPEC and CSHELL was performed
on several dates in October and November 2014 (DiSanti et al., in
press), with derived production rates and mixing ratios in good
agreement with results presented here, and providing more tem-
poral coverage when results are combined.
3.3.1. H2O
H2O lines are among the strongest seen in comets at infrared

wavelengths and at least one line was detected on each of the four
Table 5
The dependence of derived production rates on rotational temperature (November 19).

Molecule Q (1026 s�1) Trot = 50 K Q (1026 s�1) Trot = 70 K Q (1026

C2H6 4.8 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 0.8 6.5 ± 0
H2CO 45 ± 8 32 ± 5 29 ±
HCN 3.8 ± 0.6 4.7 ± 0.7 6.1 ± 0
C2H2 4.6 ± 0.9 5.3 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 1
NH3 67 ± 15 85 ± 20 114 ± 2
NH2 13 ± 3 24 ± 5 32 ±
OCS 4.5 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.6 4.4 ± 0
HNC <4.3 <4.1 <4.2
dates allowing the determination of production rates. Individual
line positions, g-factors, line fluxes, and derived production rates
from each measured H2O line are given in Tables 2 and 3. The over-
all H2O production rates determined on each date are given in
Table 4. The combination of weather issues, lack of available time
on source, and the relative low productivity of the comet during
NIRSPEC observations on October 26 and 28 led to the detection
of a limited number of H2O lines on these dates (Tables 1 and 2;
Fig. 2A–C). Based on an assumed H2O rotational temperature of
50 K, the derived H2O production rates on October 26.6 and 28.6
were (8.7 ± 1.5) � 1027 and (1.1 ± 0.2) � 1028 molecules s�1 respec-
tively (Table 4). Derived water production rates from SOHO/SWAN
were slightly higher during this time period [QH2O = (2.79 ± 0.20)
and (1.93 ± 0.40) � 1028 molecules s�1 on October 25.9 and 28.9
respectively; Combi et al., 2014], whereas derived H2O production
rates from OH detections at optical wavelengths with the TRAPPIST
telescope (Jehin et al., 2011) are in good agreement (QH2O =
(6.8 ± 3.1) � 1027 molecules s�1 on October 26.4; Jehin and Opit-
om, personal communication] (Fig. 7A).

Our next observation of ISON was on November 19 and it was
clear that the comet had brightened dramatically. We targeted
multiple H2O lines near both 3 and 5 lm (Tables 1 and 3, Fig. 1)
and were able to detect lines of H2O or OH prompt emission in
most CSHELL settings (Table 3; Fig. 1). The derived H2O production
rates on November 19 and 20 were about 30–40 times higher than
in late October (Table 4), and near contemporaneous SOHO/SWAN
and TRAPPIST observations are in general agreement (Fig. 7A,
Combi et al., 2014). However, the quickly evolving activity of ISON
and the different techniques used to obtain H2O production rates
make it difficult to compare measurements, even those obtained
close in time. H2O production rate measurements from various
techniques suggest that this 30–40-fold increase between
s�1) Trot = 100 K Q (1026 s�1) Trot = 116 K Q (1026 s�1) Trot = 150 K

.9 7.1 ± 1.0 8.3 ± 1.2
5 29 ± 5 31 ± 5
.9 6.8 ± 1.0 8.4 ± 1.2
.3 7.2 ± 1.4 8.7 ± 1.7
6 130 ± 30 166 ± 38
7 36 ± 8 45 ± 10
.7 4.6 ± 0.7 5.1 ± 0.8

<4.4 <4.9
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Fig. 7. The short- and long-term evolution of H2O production rates in ISON. (A) Derived H2O production rates obtained from various techniques between heliocentric
distances of �1.3 and 0.3 AU show the long-term evolution in ISON (references and plot symbols from individual techniques are shown in the upper right). The values from
this work (red diamonds) represent daily mean production rates. We note that uncertainties in production rates obtained from different techniques are not directly
comparable in general, but the individual values show a definite trend. (B) Individual measurements of H2O production rates on UT 2013 November 19 and 20 from this work.
Individual values for H2O production rates from right to left are (2.40 ± 0.13, 2.73 ± 0.12, 2.57 ± 0.13, 2.98 ± 0.41, 3.43 ± 0.26, and 4.40 ± 0.30) � 1029 molecules s�1 on
November 19 and (4.10 ± 0.47, 3.35 ± 0.38, and 4.08 ± 0.59) � 1029 molecules s�1 on November 20. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) (See above-mentioned references for further information.)
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Rh � 1.1 and 0.46 AU was not uniform but was characterized by lit-
tle or no increase between Rh � 1.3 and 0.68 AU (heliocentric
dependence of �Rh

�0.5) followed by a rapid increase of more than
a factor of ten between about November 13 and November 19 with
a continued steep increase between November 19 and November
23 (Rh = 0.32 AU) (heliocentric dependence of �Rh

�4 inside
0.68 AU, Fig. 7A). Measurements obtained within Rh � 0.68 AU
show that this increase was not steady but characterized by signif-
icant short-term variability (Fig. 7A). For example, H2O production
rates measured with CSHELL decreased by almost a factor of three
in less than 2 h on November 22 when ISON was at Rh = 0.35 AU
(Fig. 7A; Bonev et al., 2014). Measurements of H2O on November
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19 suggest that within uncertainties its production remained
stable at �2.3–2.8 � 1029 molecules s�1 between 17:00 and 19:45
with a steady increase beginning shortly thereafter until the final
measurement of (4.4 ± 0.3) � 1029 molecules s�1 at 23:06
(Fig. 7B). Three measurements of the H2O production on November
20 between 16:55 and 21:10 show values that are consistent with
those derived during the last two measurements on November 19
(Fig. 7B).

There was sufficient S/N in detected H2O lines on November 19
and 20 to determine the spatial distribution for H2O in the coma.
Compared to the spatial distribution for dust, which is asymmetric
and shows an enhancement in the antisolar direction, the H2O spa-
tial distribution appears symmetric with the peak column density
slightly offset toward the sunward direction relative to the dust
without notable spatial extension beyond that expected for a par-
ent volatile released directly from the nucleus (Figs. 5A and 6E).
Thus there is no evidence for significant release of H2O from icy
grains outside a few hundred kilometers from the nucleus based
on the shape of the H2O column density spatial distribution alone.
However, the spatially resolved rotational temperature of H2O is
asymmetric, showing a less rapid fall-off and a secondary peak
�600 km projected distance from the nucleus in the antisolar
direction (Fig. 3). This type of spatial asymmetry in the rotational
temperature may be a signature of icy grain release on a scale that
is not detectable in the column density spatial distribution for H2O
(Bonev et al., 2013, 2014), so the possibility of an icy grain source
for H2O is not ruled out.

3.3.2. C2H6

C2H6 is generally one of the easiest molecules to detect at infra-
red wavelengths owing to the strength of the m7 Q-branches and
the moderately high abundances generally seen in comets (Dello
Russo et al., 2001; Villanueva et al., 2011a). C2H6 was detected
on three dates in ISON. Five C2H6 Q-branches were detected on
October 28 (Table 2, Fig. 2D) with NIRSPEC, and individual posi-
tions, g-factors, fluxes, and derived production rates from each
measured Q-branch are given in Table 2. The RQ0 and PQ1

Q-branches of C2H6 were detected on November 19.6 and 20.6 with
CSHELL (Fig. 1D), and individual positions, g-factors, fluxes, and
derived production rates from each measured Q-branch are given
in Table 3. The overall production rates for C2H6 determined on
each date and mixing ratios with respect to H2O are given in
Table 4. The mixing ratio of C2H6 with respect to H2O stayed con-
stant on these three dates within measurement uncertainties,
averaging (0.31 ± 0.04)%, which is depleted compared to the mean
value of �0.6% measured in Oort cloud comets (Fig. 8; Bockelée-
Morvan et al., 2005; Mumma and Charnley, 2011).

The Q-branches were sufficiently strong to determine the spa-
tial distribution of C2H6 along the slit on November 19 and 20.
The C2H6 distribution appears similar to the spatial distribution
for H2O – symmetric with the peak slightly offset in the sunward
direction from the dust peak (Fig. 6A). There is no evidence for
any significant contribution from an extended source of C2H6 in
the coma of ISON.

3.3.3. CH4

CH4 is highly volatile, so its relative abundance in comets is
likely influenced in some way by the formation temperature and
processing history of cometary ices (Gibb et al., 2003; Kawakita
et al., 2003, 2005). CH4 has a strong infrared fundamental band
(m3) near 3.3 lm, which should make it one of the easier volatile
species to detect in comets; however, CH4 has a strong terrestrial
component that requires a sufficiently large geocentric Doppler-
shift to prevent atmospheric extinction of cometary lines. On Octo-
ber 26 and 28 the absolute value of the geocentric Doppler-shift of
ISON (Ddot in Table 1) was sufficiently large to target CH4. CH4 was
not detected in ISON on either date (Table 2) with 3r upper limits
of CH4/H2O < 0.32% and 0.45% on October 26 and 28 respectively
(Table 4), which is in the depleted range compared to mean value
of �0.8% measured in comets to date (Fig. 8; Gibb et al., 2003). The
absolute geocentric Doppler-shift of ISON was not sufficiently large
to enable a search for CH4 on November 19 or 20.

3.3.4. CH3OH
CH3OH lines are ubiquitous in cometary spectra in the wave-

length range between about 3.30 and 3.56 lm due to a mixture
of weak to moderately strong CH3OH bands in this spectral region
(e.g. Dello Russo et al., 2006; Villanueva et al., 2012; DiSanti et al.,
2013). A tentative detection was obtained on October 28 based on
flux from the positions of the six strongest CH3OH lines (Table 2).
Relatively weak detections from a single line were used to deter-
mine production rates on November 19 and 20 (Table 3, Fig. 1D;
S/N of the CH3OH line was 7.0 and 5.7 on November 19 and 20
respectively). Because only a single line of CH3OH was targeted
on November 19 and 20, the spatial distribution for CH3OH in
the coma of ISON could not be reliably determined. The overall
production rates for CH3OH determined on each date are given in
Table 4. A CH3OH production rate of 4.3 � 1027 molecules s�1 was
determined from IRAM observations of ISON on November 15.4
(Rh = 0.61 AU; Agúndez et al., 2014), which is comparable to values
obtained here (3.2 ± 0.8 and 5.0 ± 1.9 � 1027 molecules s�1 on
November 19.7 and 20.7 respectively).

Mixing ratios for CH3OH with respect to H2O were measured on
three dates remaining consistent within measurement uncertain-
ties and averaging (1.1 ± 0.2)% (Table 4). Based on these measure-
ments, CH3OH is depleted compared to the mean value of
CH3OH/H2O � 2% measured in other comets to date (Fig. 8;
Mumma and Charnley, 2011). In contrast, the IRAM measurements
on November 15.4 yield a mixing ratio CH3OH/HCN = 12, which is
in the normal range for comets and a factor of two to three higher
than the mixing ratio derived from this work on November 19 and
20 of CH3OH/HCN = 4.8 ± 1.2. We note that other infrared spectral
observations in late October and early November give much lower
HCN production rates (Mumma et al., 2013a, 2013b; Paganini et al.,
2013) and thus a CH3OH/HCN ratio in agreement with the mid-
November IRAM measurements. Because these observations
occurred on different dates during a time when comet activity
was changing rapidly, it is not clear if the differences in derived
CH3OH/HCN between IR and radio observations obtained several
days apart in November reflect rapid changes in activity or compo-
sition in the coma of ISON, or some discrepancy in derived produc-
tion rates between these methods.

3.3.5. H2CO
Although H2CO has many observable lines between 3.42 and

3.64 lm from the m1 and m5 fundamental bands, these bands are
moderately weak and detections at infrared wavelengths are often
difficult. Observations at radio wavelengths have identified comets
with significant extended sources of H2CO (e.g. Biver et al., 1999);
however, the weakness of the infrared lines of H2CO has generally
limited IR detections to comets that exhibit a strong contribution
from a native source (e.g. DiSanti et al., 2006). H2CO was detected
in ISON on October 25 (Rh = 1.16 AU) and November 7 (Rh = 0.83 -
AU) in another infrared study with NIRSPEC with derived
abundances relative to H2O of �0.1–0.3% (DiSanti et al., in press).
In this study, H2CO was detected on November 19.8 from emis-
sion near 2781 cm�1 due to a cluster of lines (Table 3), with a
derived production rate of (2.9 ± 0.7) � 1027 molecules s�1 and an
abundance relative to H2O of (1.1 ± 0.3)% (Table 4). This is in
reasonable agreement with the derived production rate of
1.64 � 1027 molecules s�1 from ALMA observations on November
17.5 considering the rapid increase and short-term variability in
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the productivity of ISON during this time (Cordiner et al., 2014).
These infrared studies are suggestive of a significant increase in
H2CO/H2O between Rh = 0.83 and 0.46 AU. The ratio of H2CO/
CH3OH in ISON on November 19 (H2CO/CH3OH = 0.9 ± 0.3) is one
of the highest measured in a comet given that H2CO/CH3OH ranges
from �0.01 to 1 over the population measured to date at infrared
wavelengths (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2005; Bonev et al., 2008b,
2009; Dello Russo et al., 2004, 2005, 2007, 2009a, 2011, 2014;
DiSanti et al., 2002, 2006, 2014; Gibb et al., 2012; Mumma et al.,
2001b, 2005; Mumma and Charnley, 2011; Paganini et al., 2012,
2014, 2015; Radeva et al., 2010, 2013; Villanueva et al., 2011b).

The strong H2CO emissions in ISON were sufficient to determine
the spatial distribution along the slit on November 19 (Fig. 6B). The
spatial distribution for H2CO appears relatively symmetric, with a
shape that is narrower than spatial distributions for H2O, C2H6

and dust and an offset from the dust spatial distribution consistent
with H2O and C2H6 (Fig. 6B). The short photodissociation lifetime
of H2CO likely contributes to its narrower spatial distribution.
The lifetime of H2CO in the solar radiation field at Rh = 0.46 AU is
�760 s (Huebner et al., 1992), which is about a factor of twenty
less than that of H2O and C2H6 and shorter than the time it would
take a molecule of H2CO to traverse the projected spatial field-of-
view along the CSHELL slit. The symmetric and narrow spatial dis-
tribution of H2CO appears consistent with its primary release as a
parent ice; however, observations with ALMA that also show a
symmetric and narrow spatial distribution of H2CO similar to
HCN additionally suggest a significant contribution from a dis-
tributed source of H2CO in ISON on November 17.5 with a parent
scale length of 230–330 km (Cordiner et al., 2014). Our measure-
ments cannot rule out a significant contribution from an extended
source of H2CO as suggested by Cordiner et al. (2014) because the
short parent scale length is within our seeing disk on November 19.
The observed H2CO spatial distribution is symmetric and shows no
extension in the dust-enhanced antisolar direction, therefore, any
parent is likely short-lived (volatile or organic grain) and not asso-
ciated with the micron-sized dust seen in the coma.

Cordiner et al. (2014) suggested that the high abundance of
H2CO in ISON at small heliocentric distances could be the result
of more rapid breakdown of an organic precursor material, which
is consistent with an increase in H2CO/H2O as ISON approached
perihelion. Alternatively, the increasing H2CO/H2O and H2CO/
CH3OH with decreasing Rh may reflect temporal variability in the
chemistry of the sublimating ices. Relative abundances of H2CO
and CH3OH ices may be controlled by the efficiency of hydrogen
atom addition reactions (Fuchs et al., 2009). The possible increase
of H2CO/CH3OH in ISON as it approached perihelion may coincide
with the rapidly accelerating removal of radiation-processed outer
layers that are poor in H2CO and the sampling of a larger fraction of
more pristine H2CO-rich ices from this dynamically new comet.

3.3.6. OCS
Analysis of dust in Comet 1P/Halley suggested that most come-

tary sulfur is contained within grains (Jessberger et al., 1988). In
general, H2S is the dominant sulfur-bearing volatile in comets with
typical derived abundances at radio wavelengths H2S/H2O � 1%
(Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2005). OCS is also an important source
of volatile sulfur and has been detected in comets at both infrared
and radio wavelengths (Woodney et al., 1997; Dello Russo et al.,
1998; Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2000). The spatial distribution of
OCS in C/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp) suggested that a significant amount
of OCS was produced from an extended source, likely from grains
(Dello Russo et al., 1998).

We detected four lines of OCS in ISON on November 19.9
(Table 3) with a derived production rate of (4.6 ± 0.7) � 1026

molecules s�1 and OCS/H2O = (0.16 ± 0.04)% (Table 4), which is a
typical abundance compared to the few comets where OCS has
been previously measured (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2005). The
OCS emissions were sufficiently strong when coadded to deter-
mine the spatial distribution along the slit on November 19, and
the spatial distribution of OCS appears similar in shape and has a
similar offset relative to the dust as H2O and C2H6 (Fig. 6C). Despite
these similarities there is evidence that a significant amount of OCS
may come from an extended source in the coma of ISON. The pho-
todissociation lifetime of OCS in the solar radiation field at
Rh = 0.46 AU is �2600 s (Huebner et al., 1992), which is at least
twice as long as H2CO, but almost a factor of ten less than that of
H2O and C2H6; therefore, the OCS spatial distribution appears
broader than expected based on its short photodissociation life-
time. Any extended source of OCS would likely come from volatiles
or grains not associated with the micron-sized dust seen in the
coma., More rigorous analysis that is beyond the scope of the pre-
sent work is needed to reveal the existence and properties of any
extended source of OCS in ISON.

3.3.7. C2H2

The presence of C2H2 in comets is of potential astrobiological
importance as reactions of CN and C2H radicals with unsaturated
hydrocarbons such as C2H2 can form complex organics and amino
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acids (Kaiser and Balucani, 2002). C2 has been measured for dec-
ades in many comets at optical wavelengths, and its relative abun-
dance has served as a proxy for the carbon-chain chemistry in
comets (e.g. A’Hearn et al., 1995; Fink, 2009; Cochran et al.,
2012). The parent sources of C2 in comets are not completely
understood and likely vary in importance within the comet popu-
lation. Molecules measured at infrared wavelengths such as C2H6

and C2H2 are potentially important sources of C2 in comets.
Although C2H6 is generally more abundant in comets than C2H2,
evidence suggests that C2H2 is likely the more important source
of C2 in comets. Whereas the photodissociation efficiency of C2H2

to C2 is close to 100%, only a small fraction of C2H6 photodissociates
to C2 (Helbert et al., 2005) with an efficiency perhaps close to 0%
(Weiler, 2011). Comparison of production rates in comets also sug-
gests an inefficient photodissociation efficiency of C2H6 to C2 of
<20% (Dello Russo et al., 2009a). Although C2H2 is likely the major
volatile parent of C2, in some comets the spatial distribution is flat-
ter than expected from simple photodissociation of a parent mole-
cule, so a contribution from organic grains may be significant in
many comets (Combi and Delsemme, 1986; Combi and Fink, 1997).

C2H2 was targeted on all dates but only definitively detected on
November 19.8. On October 28 the C2H2 production rate was
<1.9 � 1025 molecules s�1 with C2H2/H2O < 0.17%. A single line of
C2H2 was detected on November 19 with a derived production rate
of (7.2 ± 1.4) � 1026 molecules s�1, indicating that the C2H2 pro-
duction rate had increased by more than a factor of thirty since
October 28 (Table 4). The derived mixing ratio on November 19
was C2H2/H2O = (0.27 ± 0.05)%, which is slightly enhanced com-
pared to the mean values seen in comets (Fig. 8). It is also higher
than the derived 3r upper limit on October 28, suggesting a possi-
ble increase in C2H2/H2O as ISON approached perihelion (Fig. 8);
however, a lack of temporal coverage precludes any definite con-
clusion. A complete summary of production rates and mixing ratios
for C2H2 is given in Table 4.

It is interesting to compare C2H2 and C2H6 abundances, which
may provide clues on the formation environment or chemical evo-
lution of ISON. With almost all measured values to date between
�0.1 and 1, C2H2/C2H6 abundances in comets show less variability
than seen between most other cometary molecules (Bonev et al.,
2008b, 2009; Dello Russo et al., 2002, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008,
2009a, 2009b, 2011, 2014; DiSanti et al., 2014; Gibb et al., 2012;
Kobayashi et al., 2010; Magee-Sauer et al., 2002; Mumma et al.,
2001a, 2001b, 2005; Paganini et al., 2012, 2014, 2015; Radeva
et al., 2010, 2013; Villanueva et al., 2011b). Although temporal
coverage is sparse, relative abundances of C2H2 and C2H6 appear
to increase from an upper-limit in the typical range of
C2H2/C2H6 < 0.53 on October 28 to one of the highest values mea-
sured in a comet at Rh = 0.46 AU (C2H2/C2H6 = 1.0 ± 0.3) (Table 4).
C2H6 can form from hydrogen atom addition reactions on C2H2

ice (Hiraoka et al., 2000); however, C2H2 is not efficiently formed
from ion or ultraviolet processing of cometary ice analogs
(Colangeli et al., 2005). The increasing C2H2/C2H6 and H2CO/CH3OH
(see Section 3.3.5) with decreasing Rh may suggest that ISON con-
tained more pristine natal cloud material that was subjected to less
processing from hydrogen atom addition reactions in the nebula
compared to other comets. The possible increase of C2H2/C2H6 in
ISON as it approached perihelion may coincide with the increased
sampling of more pristine layers deeper within the comet after the
initial preferential removal of most of the radiation-processed
outer layers. It is worth noting that the high C2H2/C2H6 measured
in ISON on November 19 is similar to C2H2/C2H6 = (0.96 ± 0.17)
measured in the dynamically new Comet C/2006 P1 (McNaught)
at Rh = 0.55 AU (Dello Russo et al., 2009b).

Optical observations show about a factor of three increase in
C2/H2O between Rh = 1.16 AU (October 25) and 0.44 AU (November
20) as ISON approached perihelion (McKay et al., 2014). Although
some caution is warranted in comparing C2 and C2H2 observations
obtained with different techniques and considering the short-term
variability in ISON at this time, such comparisons can still be useful
for showing large-scale differences. Optical observations provided
measurements of C2/H2O near the time of our observations that
are in agreement with each other [�0.7% on November 15 with
ARCES at the Apache Point Observatory (McKay et al., 2014)], and
�1% on November 19 and 20 with the TRAPPIST telescope, but
are higher than the C2H2/H2O measured on November 19 by about
a factor of three, suggesting that at this time C2H2 was not the
dominant source of C2. Based on previous compositional measure-
ments in comets it is unlikely that another volatile ice could pro-
vide a major source of C2; therefore, the majority of C2 seen in
ISON is likely derived from the sublimation of organic grains. The
spatial distribution of C2H2 in the coma of ISON was obtained on
November 19, and it appears symmetric and offset from the dust
in a manner similar to spatial distributions for H2O and C2H6, sug-
gesting that most C2H2 seen in the coma is released directly from
ices in the nucleus with no measurable contribution from an
extended source (Fig. 6D).
3.3.8. HCN
HCN is one of the most easily detected molecules in comets at

both infrared and radio wavelengths, and its mixing ratio with
respect to H2O within the comet population shows less variation
compared to most other measured volatile species (Bockelée-
Morvan et al., 2005). HCN is routinely observed in the infrared
through its strong m3 band near 3.0 lm (e.g. Magee-Sauer et al.,
1999).

HCN was detected on November 19.8 and 20.8 by targeting
three lines (P2, P3, and P4) within a single CSHELL grating setting.
The P4 HCN line is blended with a line of C2H2 whose contribution
is generally both easy to correct for and minor (Fig. 4B). The P2 and
P3 lines are generally free from contamination; however, in comets
with high abundances of NH2 such as ISON (see Section 3.3.9),
there can be significant and difficult-to-quantify blending of NH2

within the P2 line (Fig. 4). Therefore, only the P3 and P4 lines were
used to determine the HCN abundance (Table 3). The derived HCN
production rates on these dates are given in Table 4. HCN produc-
tion rates determined from the IRAM telescope between November
13.4 and November 16.4 (Agúndez et al., 2014) and ALMA on
November 17.5 (Cordiner et al., 2014) are generally lower than
the values derived here on November 19.8 and 20.8. We note that
direct comparisons are difficult because the productivity of ISON
was highly variable during this time (Agúndez et al., 2014) and
HCN production rates determined at radio wavelengths are often
lower than those derived contemporaneously in the infrared (e.g.
Magee-Sauer et al., 2008).

The mixing ratio of HCN with respect to H2O was consistent on
November 19 and 20 within measurement uncertainties, averaging
(0.26 ± 0.03)%, which is within the range of mean values measured
in other comets (Table 4; Fig. 8). HCN was not targeted during our
October time with NIRSPEC due to time and weather constraints;
however, other NIRSPEC observations on October 25 and Novem-
ber 7 derived HCN/H2O < 0.1% and (0.06 ± 0.02)% respectively
(Mumma et al., 2013a; Paganini et al., 2013), which are consistent
with updated derived values in DiSanti et al. (in press). These mea-
surements suggest an increase in HCN/H2O of about a factor of four
between Rh = 0.83 AU (November 7) and 0.46 AU (November 19).
Hydrogen atom addition reactions can readily deplete HCN on
grains (Theule et al., 2011; Bast et al., 2013), as can polymerization
initiated by reactions with free radicals (e.g. Rettig et al., 1992).
Therefore, the increasing HCN/H2O in ISON as it approached peri-
helion may be further evidence for a transition from sampling pro-
cessed outer layers to sampling increasingly more primitive natal
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material that was formerly protected from alteration deep within
the nucleus.

Comparison of HCN to CN production rates should be done
cautiously considering the different techniques used and he
short-term variability in ISON as it approached perihelion, but such
comparisons can reveal global trends. Optical observations also
measured an increase of about a factor of five in CN production
during this time (McKay et al., 2014), but the magnitude and per-
haps also the evolution of HCN and CN production was different.
The measured CN/H2O increased rapidly from �0.15% on October
25 (Rh = 1.16 AU) to �0.55% on November 6 (Rh = 0.87 AU) and
�0.75% on November 15 (Rh = 0.62 AU) (McKay et al., 2014). A sim-
ilar increase in CN/H2O was also measured from TRAPPIST tele-
scope observations between Rh = 1.13 and 0.41 AU, with CN/H2O
increasing from �0.2% to 0.8% (Jehin and Opitom, personal com-
munication). Thus, CN production appears to be about a factor of
ten higher than HCN when the comet was at Rh � 0.83–0.87 AU
(November 6–7), but only about a factor of three higher at
Rh = 0.46 AU. We note that H2O production rates derived in this
work are in good agreement with H2O production rates obtained
at optical wavelengths close in time, so it suggests that these dif-
ferences in HCN and CN evolution are real and not due to a dispar-
ity in H2O production rates determined from different techniques
(Fig. 7). Whereas the increase of CN production appears steady
between Rh = 1.16 and 0.62 AU, the evolution of HCN suggests that
most of its increase in productivity relative to H2O occurred inside
Rh = 0.83 AU. Although these measurements suggest a different
temporal evolution of HCN and CN release in ISON, there are
important caveats. These conclusions are based on only a few mea-
surements. In addition, because only an upper limit for HCN/H2O
was determined on October 25 (Mumma et al., 2013a; DiSanti
et al., in press), we cannot rule out the possibility that HCN/H2O
was several times smaller than the value determined on November
7 (Paganini et al., 2013) and thus steadily increasing during this
time similar to CN.

Comparison of HCN and CN production rates alone indicate that
HCN is only a minor contributor to the total CN in ISON, with most
CN coming from another source. It is also possible that a significant
amount of HCN may be produced from an extended source as ISON
approached the Sun as suggested by the steep increase in HCN/H2O
between 0.83 and 0.46 AU. In addition to HCN, emission lines of CN
were also detected in our infrared spectra of ISON (Fig. 1E and F).
To date models for CN emission at infrared wavelengths have not
been developed to the point that reliable CN production rates
can be determined; however, the spatial distribution of HCN and
CN obtained from infrared spectra of ISON on November 19 can
be compared to obtain additional insights into the sources of and
connection between HCN and CN (Fig. 5C and F).

Based on the spatial distribution of HCN in the coma of ISON on
November 19 (Fig. 5C), which is similar to C2H6 (Fig. 6A) and H2O
(Fig. 5A), there is no evidence for a significant extended source of
HCN. This is in agreement with ALMA observations on November
17.5 that show a symmetric spatial distribution of HCN suggesting
the dominant source of HCN was released at or close to the nucleus
(Cordiner et al., 2014). In contrast to HCN, the spatial distribution
of CN is extended and asymmetric, with a shape broader than dust
but with a similar enhancement in the antisolar direction (Fig. 5F).
This has important implications for the evolution of HCN and CN
production in ISON. First, the factor of four or more increase in
HCN/H2O mixing ratio between Rh = 0.83 AU (November 7) and
0.46 AU (November 19) is not due to an increased production of
an extended source of HCN unless the precursor of HCN has a short
lifetime. The increased HCN/H2O mixing ratio is also not obviously
associated with the antisolar dust enhancement. This supports the
hypothesis that the increasing production of HCN relative to H2O
comes from sampling ice layers in the nucleus of different
chemistry (perhaps radiation-processed vs. more pristine) rather
than the activation of an HCN extended source. Second, the shape
of the CN spatial distribution is consistent with a dominant extended
source that is associated with the micron-sized dust seen in the
coma and not HCN or any other CN-bearing volatile (Fig. 5C and F).

In summary, the HCN/H2O mixing ratio appeared to increase by
at least a factor of four between Rh = 0.83 AU and 0.46 AU, with no
evidence that this increase is related to the activation of an
extended source of HCN during this time. The predominant source
of CN production is likely a precursor associated with the dust seen
at infrared wavelengths with HCN only a minor contributor to the
evolution of overall CN production and its increase as ISON
approached perihelion.

3.3.9. HNC
HNC, an isomer of HCN, has been detected in several comets at

radio wavelengths (e.g. Irvine et al., 1996, 1998; Biver et al., 2002;
Lis et al., 2008). HNC has a strong band near 5.0 lm but it has not
been detected to date at infrared wavelengths. There is strong
evidence that the ratio of HNC/HCN increases with decreasing
heliocentric distance, suggesting a primary source of HNC may be
desorption from heated grains (Biver et al., 2002; Irvine et al.,
2003). We obtained spectra from a CSHELL setting that targeted
both the P6 and P7 lines of HNC and H2O on November 19.9
(Tables 1 and 3; Fig. 1F). A 3r upper limit to the HNC production
rate was obtained of QHNC < 4.4 � 1026 molecules s�1 with mixing
ratios with respect to H2O and HCN of HNC/H2O < 0.13% and
HNC/HCN < 65%. Note that HCN and HNC production rates were
determined 4 h apart on November 19 as H2O production was
increasing significantly, so a value of HNC/HCN < 50% is obtained
when comparing mixing ratios of these species with respect to
H2O (Table 4, Fig. 7). The upper limit for HNC derived in this work is
in agreement with values obtained on November 15.4 (Rh = 0.61 AU)
of QHNC = 6.4� 1025 molecules s�1 and HNC/HCN = 18% (Agúndez
et al., 2014), and November 17.5 (Rh = 0.54 AU) of QHNC = 1.2
� 1026 molecules s�1 and HNC/HCN = 34% (Cordiner et al., 2014).

3.3.10. NH3

NH3 is typically difficult to detect at infrared wavelengths
because of a scarcity of strong lines in regions of good atmospheric
transmittance. NH3 was targeted on three dates. Two unresolved
pairs of NH3 m1 sqR lines were targeted but not detected with NIR-
SPEC on October 28, consistent with a 3r upper limit to the pro-
duction rate QNH3 < 1.8 � 1026 molecules s�1 and NH3/H2O < 1.6%
(Tables 2 and 4). On November 19.8, a strong emission from the
unresolved sqR (1, 0) and (1, 1) line pair was detected giving a pro-
duction rate of QNH3 = (1.3 ± 0.3) � 1028 molecules s�1 and
NH3/H2O = (5.0 ± 1.2)%, which is the highest mixing ratio of
NH3/H2O measured in any comet to date. A tentative (4.7r) detec-
tion on November 20.9 is consistent with the value obtained on
November 19.8 (Table 4, Fig. 8). We note that NH3/HCN = 19 ± 5
on November 19 is the highest NH3/HCN ratio measured in a
comet, rivaled only by the HCN-depleted 6P/d’Arrest with NH3/
HCN = 16 ± 6 (Dello Russo et al., 2009a), and as compared to other
measured values at infrared wavelengths which range from NH3/
HCN � 0.4 to 7 (Bonev et al., 2009; Dello Russo et al., 2007, 2008,
2009b, 2011, 2014; DiSanti et al., 2014; Kawakita and Mumma,
2011; Paganini et al., 2012, 2014, 2015; Villanueva et al., 2011b).
This is also suggestive of an increase in NH3/H2O in ISON between
Rh = 1.08 AU (October 28) and 0.46 AU (November 19) (Fig. 8).

We note that any interpretation of NH3 production rates on
November 19 and 20 is based on the detection of a single emission;
therefore, we cannot entirely rule out that this emission is contam-
inated by an unknown species. This appears more plausible given
the apparent disparity between derived NH3 and NH2 production
rates (see Section 3.3.10). We also note that the derived NH3
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production rate is highly dependent on the assumed rotational
temperature. For example, if the rotational temperature of NH3

on November 19 and 20 is 80 K (as it is for NH2) rather than the
adopted values of 116 and 136 K, the derived production rates
and mixing ratios for NH3 on November 19 and 20 decrease by
�30–40% to QNH3 = (9.4 ± 1.8) and (8.7 ± 3.5) � 1027 molecules s�1

and NH3/H2O = (3.6 ± 0.7)% and (2.4 ± 1.0)% respectively. A lower
rotational temperature for NH3 compared to H2O is feasible as
radiative cooling of NH3 from its strong rotational transitions in
the far infrared may result in a lower rotational temperature than
the surrounding kinetic gas temperature if collisions are not effi-
cient enough to equilibrate the NH3 rotational temperature with
that of H2O, the dominant coma gas.

Because NH3 is difficult to detect at infrared wavelengths, there
is no previous information on the spatial distribution for NH3 from
infrared measurements of other comets; however, the NH3 emis-
sion was sufficiently strong in ISON on November 19 to determine
the spatial distribution along the slit (Fig. 5B). The lifetime of NH3

in the solar radiation field at Rh = 0.46 AU is �1200 s (Huebner
et al., 1992), only slightly longer than the lifetime of H2CO and
shorter than the time it would take a molecule of NH3 to traverse
the projected spatial field-of-view along the CSHELL slit. Therefore,
if the dominant source of NH3 in the coma is direct release from the
nucleus as a parent ice, we expect its spatial distribution to be sim-
ilar to that of H2CO – symmetric and slightly narrower than the
spatial distributions for H2O and C2H6. Although the NH3 spatial
distribution is symmetric, it instead appears broader and more
extended than the spatial distributions of H2O and C2H6 (Fig. 5B),
with a multiplicative growth factor more than twice as large as
that measured for H2O and OH lines within the same setting
(Table 3). The measured column density of molecules within a
nucleus-centered (100 � 100) extract suggests NH3/H2O � 2%, imply-
ing that a significant fraction of NH3 is released in the coma as
an extended source. However, unlike CN, which is asymmetric
and shows enhancement similar to dust, the extension in NH3 is
unassociated with any enhancement in the dust spatial distribu-
tion in the antisolar direction (Fig. 5B). This suggests that any
extended source of NH3 comes from a progenitor volatile ice or
from a dust source that is unassociated with micron-sized dust
particles seen at infrared wavelengths. It is likely that the apparent
increase in NH3/H2O as ISON approached perihelion is due to the
activation of an extended source of NH3 prior to Rh = 0.46 AU.
Derivation of a parent scale length from the NH3 spatial distribu-
tion is beyond the scope of the current work.

One explanation of the extended NH3 spatial distribution is the
recycling of NH3 via ionization and electron recombination reac-
tions in the inner coma such as: NH3 + H3O+ ? NH4

+ + H2O (NH3

has a stronger proton affinity than H2O), followed by NH4
+ + e� ?

NH3 + H. It is uncertain whether there is sufficient H3O+ close to
the nucleus to make this a viable mechanism for a large extended
source of NH3; however, gas and electron densities were increasing
rapidly on November 19 and 20 as ISON approached perihelion.
Furthermore, it is possible that any NH3 reformed by this mecha-
nism does not easily equilibrate with coma gases by collisions far-
ther from the nucleus and thus will have a lower rotational
temperature than the surrounding H2O gas.

3.3.11. NH2

Historically, IR studies of comets have emphasized the parent
volatiles. However, NH2 emissions are generally stronger, more
numerous, and easier to detect than emissions from its presump-
tive parent NH3. The ability to measure production rates in both
species, when possible, provides a direct test of the importance
of NH3 as a parent of NH2. Furthermore, it allows evaluation of
the potential of NH2 emissions to be routinely used to indirectly
determine NH3 abundances. Recently, a fluorescence model was
developed for NH2 IR emissions and applied to Comet C/2004 Q2
(Machholz) (Kawakita and Mumma, 2011). Abundances deter-
mined for NH2 and NH3 in C/2004 Q2 were consistent with NH3

as the dominant parent of NH2; however, this does not appear to
be the case for all comets (Dello Russo et al., 2009a).

NH2 emissions were detected on both October 26 (3.6r detec-
tion) and October 28 (6.3r detection) with derived mixing ratios
NH2/H2O = (0.7 ± 0.4)% and (0.4 ± 0.2)% respectively (Table 4). The
relatively high uncertainties in these values stem from the sensi-
tivities of the NH2 g-factors to the adopted rotational temperature
and the assumption of spherically symmetric and uniform outflow
from the nucleus, which is likely not the case for a daughter species
such as NH2. These values are in agreement with derived NH2/H2O
mixing ratios of �0.3% derived from optical measurements on
October 25 (McKay et al., 2014). These values are also formally
consistent with our derived upper limit for NH3/H2O < 1.6% on
October 28 (Table 4). Measurements of NH2 on November 19.8
and 20.8 show NH2/H2O = (1.0 ± 0.2)% and (0.7 ± 0.3)% respectively
(Table 4), which are not significantly different within the large
uncertainties from the October measurements. Interestingly, opti-
cal results show no significant increase in NH2/H2O between Octo-
ber 25 (Rh = 1.16 AU) and November 15 (Rh = 0.62 AU), contrary to
significant increases measured for CN and C2 during this time per-
iod (McKay et al., 2014).

The NH2 production rates and mixing ratios derived on Novem-
ber 19 and 20 are about a factor of five lower than those deter-
mined for NH3 on these dates (Table 4). NH3 has a short lifetime
in the solar radiation field at these heliocentric distances, and it
is expected that NH3 will produce NH2 upon photodissociation
with close to 100% efficiency, so the source of this discrepancy in
mixing ratios is unclear and likely indicates an error in the derived
infrared NH2 and/or NH3 production rates. We note that part of the
discrepancy could be due to the treatment of NH2 as a parent vola-
tile, which likely underestimates the total NH2 production rate;
however, it seems unlikely that this by itself accounts for the factor
of five difference in derived NH2 and NH3 production rates, and
also does not explain discrepancies in production rates for NH3

derived here and NH2 derived at optical wavelengths. A more com-
plete treatment of NH2 production in ISON is beyond the present
scope of this paper and is deferred to future work.

The few studies of NH2 and NH3 in comets illustrate the gaps
in our understanding of the relationship between these species.
Daughter species such as NH2 may be produced by some combi-
nation of fluorescence emission and prompt emission. The spa-
tial distribution of a species in the coma can provide
information on its release mechanism – solar-pumped IR fluores-
cence emission of a daughter species will produce a flatter spa-
tial distribution in the coma whereas prompt emission due to
dissociative excitation of the parent will follow the parent distri-
bution. The presence of high-excitation OH lines in IR spectra is
an example of a prompt emission mechanism in comets (Bonev
et al., 2006). Spatial distributions for NH2 lines seen in IR spectra
of Comet C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) show a flatter spatial distribu-
tion in the coma than typical parent volatiles (e.g. H2O), and this
evidence was used to suggest that NH2 is produced primarily
from fluorescence emission (Kawakita and Mumma, 2011). How-
ever, because NH3 emissions were too weak to obtain spatial dis-
tributions, the full relationship between NH3 and NH2 in that
comet is unknown.

In contrast to C/2004 Q2 Machholz, both the NH3 and NH2 emis-
sions were sufficiently strong in ISON on November 19 to deter-
mine the spatial distribution along the slit (Fig. 5B and E). The
NH2 spatial distribution appears symmetric and extended, similar
to the NH2 spatial distribution seen in C/2004 Q2 (Machholz)
(Kawakita and Mumma, 2011), and which, taken alone, is consis-
tent with a fluorescence emission mechanism. In our ISON spectra,
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few NH2 lines were covered, and relative intensities on November
19 and 20 are consistent with a fluorescence emission mechanism
with a rotational temperature of �80 K (Fig. 4). Observations of
additional NH2 lines with high lower-state energies, such as seen
for OH in infrared spectra, would provide a stringent test of the
emission mechanism. Unfortunately, the limited spectral coverage
of CSHELL prohibited the sampling of a sufficient number of NH2

lines to further test the fluorescence versus prompt emission ques-
tion for ISON.

Within uncertainties the spatial distributions appear similar
for NH2 and NH3 inside about 103 km of the nucleus, with NH2

having a slightly flatter distribution than NH3 outside 103 km
(Fig. 5). Both NH2 and NH3 have flatter spatial distributions than
H2O and C2H6 inside about 103 km of the nucleus (Figs. 5 and 6).
This is perhaps more consistent with a prompt emission mecha-
nism as a broader NH2 spatial distribution might be expected
inside 103 km if the predominant mechanism were fluorescence
emission of NH2 after formation from NH3 in ISON on November
19. As g-factors for NH2 lines derived from prompt emission are
unknown, values reported here were determined assuming a flu-
orescence emission mechanism, which could be an additional
source of uncertainty in NH2 production rates in ISON on Novem-
ber 19 and 20 if a prompt emission mechanism contributes
significantly.

Unlike CN, which shows asymmetric extension in the dust-
enhanced antisolar direction, NH2 emission is symmetric along
the slit and shows no preferential antisolar extension. This is con-
sistent with NH3 or another volatile and not a species associated
with the micron-sized dust as its dominant source. It is important
to note that because of the unusually high NH3 abundance and the
relatively small heliocentric distance of the measurements that the
relationship between NH2 and NH3 seen on November 19 in ISON
may not be representative of the relationship of these species in
other comets. It is possible that for comets with moderate NH3 pro-
duction rates, such as C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) (Kawakita and
Mumma, 2011), a fluorescence emission mechanism may domi-
nate, whereas a prompt emission mechanism could become
increasingly important in comets such as ISON that are more
enriched in NH3.

4. Discussion & summary

High-resolution infrared spectra of Comet ISON were
obtained on four pre-perihelion dates. The production rates
and relative abundances of volatiles were directly measured
through detected molecular line emissions (Figs. 1 and 2). Spa-
tial distributions for molecular species in the coma were also
determined providing information about how these molecules
were released from the nucleus and the presence of additional
extended sources (Figs. 5 and 6). Comparison of the spatial dis-
tributions for related species such as HCN, CN, NH3 and NH2

may provide indirect information about the composition of
the more volatile dust components. The main conclusions based
on derived production rates, spatial distributions, and rotational
temperatures determined from infrared spectroscopy of C/2012
S1 (ISON) are as follows.

(1) The total gas production rate in ISON increased by about a
factor of 40 between October 26 (Rh = 1.12 AU) and Novem-
ber 20 (Rh = 0.43 AU). Other measurements obtained at this
time support this increase and suggest that comet produc-
tivity was relatively constant between about Rh � 1.3 and
0.68 AU with a steep increase in productivity inside
Rh � 0.68 (Fig. 7A). Measurements obtained within
Rh � 0.68 AU suggest that this increase was not steady but
characterized by significant short-term variability (Fig. 7).
(2) There is evidence for a significant increase in H2O produc-
tion rate on November 19 from the beginning to the end of
our observing block (17:00–23:10). Within uncertainties
H2O production remained stable at �2.3–2.8 � 1029

molecules s�1 between 17:00 and 19:45 with a steady
increase beginning shortly thereafter until the final measure-
ment of (4.4 ± 0.3) � 1029 molecules s�1 at 23:06 (Fig. 7B).
Three measurements of the H2O production rate on Novem-
ber 20 are consistent with the values derived in the last two
grating settings obtained on November 19 (Fig. 7B).

(3) There is evidence that the relative chemical abundances of
some species changed in ISON as it approached perihelion.
These compositional changes may partly reflect a transition
from sampling radiation-processed outer layers to sampling
gradually more pristine natal material. Unsaturated species
such as HCN, C2H2, and H2CO, that are readily depleted by
hydrogen atom addition reactions or other chemical reac-
tions in the nucleus ices, showed increasing mixing ratios
with respect to saturated species such as H2O, C2H6 and
CH3OH as ISON approached the Sun. It is interesting to note
that C2H2/C2H6 measured in ISON on November 19 is similar
to the ratio in another dynamically new comet, C/2006 P1
(McNaught), also measured at a small Rh (Dello Russo
et al., 2009b). Alternatively, the abundances of some species
on November 19 and 20 (e.g. NH3, OCS, and H2CO) may be
enhanced by the thermal activation of extended sources
from volatiles or grains not associated with the micron-
sized dust source seen at infrared wavelengths as ISON
approached perihelion. However, our observations lack the
temporal coverage to allow a detailed determination of
how the relative abundances of all measured species evolved
as ISON approached perihelion.

(4) Compared to mean values in comets measured to date at
infrared wavelengths, the abundances of species with
respect to H2O are classified as follows: CH4 (depleted at
Rh = 1.1 AU), C2H6 (depleted), CH3OH (depleted), C2H2 (typi-
cal or depleted at Rh = 1.1 AU, slightly enhanced by
Rh = 0.46 AU), HCN (depleted for Rh P 0.83 AU (DiSanti
et al., in press), typical by Rh = 0.46 AU), NH3 (upper limits
in the typical range for Rh = 1.1 AU, strongly enhanced by
Rh = 0.46 AU), H2CO (in typical range for Rh P 0.83 AU
(DiSanti et al., in press), enhanced at Rh = 0.46 AU), OCS (typ-
ical at Rh = 0.46 AU). NH3/HCN, H2CO/CH3OH, and C2H2/C2H6

measured on November 19 at Rh = 0.46 AU are among the
highest ratios measured in comets (Fig. 8).

(5) Spatially resolved column abundances (spatial distributions)
for H2O, C2H6, C2H2, HCN, and H2CO are all symmetric, with
peak column densities slightly offset in the sunward direc-
tion from the peak of the dust emission, consistent with pri-
mary release from ices within or very close to the nucleus.
There is no evidence from the spatial distributions alone
for large contributions due to extended sources (Figs. 5
and 6). OCS appears symmetric but slightly extended com-
pared to its short lifetime, which may suggest a significant
contribution from an extended source (Fig. 6C). The sym-
metric and H2O-like spatial distributions for C2H2 and HCN
suggest that any increase in C2H2 and HCN production rates
with respect to H2O between �1.1 and 0.46 AU were not
caused by the activation of extended sources (either volatile
or dust) as ISON approached the Sun.

(6) The spatial distribution for NH3 is symmetric and extended,
which is consistent with a significant contribution from an
extended source that is not associated with micron-sized
dust extension in the antisolar direction (Fig. 5B). The spatial
distribution for NH2 is similar to NH3, consistent with NH3 as
the primary parent of NH2 in ISON (Fig. 5E). However, there
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is a significant and unexplained discrepancy between
derived NH3 and NH2 production rates with NH3 values
about a factor of five higher (Table 4). Possible explanations
or contributors to this discrepancy include: (1) A contamina-
tion from an unknown species to the single NH3 emission
line detected on November 19 and 20 resulting in an erro-
neously high NH3 production rate. (2) Overestimation of
the NH3 production rate due to a few other potential factors
(see Section 3.3.9) (3) The NH2 production rates were
derived from a classical Haser model and assume fluores-
cence emission. Because NH2 is a daughter species with pos-
sible contributions from a prompt emission mechanism,
these derived production rates are highly uncertain.

(7) The spatial distribution for CN is extended and asymmetric,
with a shape broader than dust but with a similar enhance-
ment in the antisolar direction (Fig. 5F). This is notably dif-
ferent from the narrow and symmetric HCN distribution
(Fig. 5C). This is evidence that the primary parent of CN is
an extended source associated with the micron-sized dust
and not HCN. Comparison of HCN and CN production rates
from infrared and optical measurements are also consistent
with HCN as only a minor source of CN in ISON.

(8) Comparison of C2, C2H2 and C2H6 production rates from
infrared and optical measurements suggest that C2H2 and
C2H6 are not the primary parents of C2 in ISON.

(9) The spatially resolved H2O rotational temperature on
November 19 (Rh = 0.46 AU) shows an antisolar asymmetry,
which may represent an intermediate case between the
observations of Bonev et al. (2014) at Rh = 0.53 and 0.35 AU
and provides a snapshot within this time of rapid coma evo-
lution (Fig. 3). The comparison of spatially resolved H2O col-
umn densities and rotational temperatures in ISON
presented in this work and in Bonev et al., 2014 provide
the most stringent observational constraints to date on the
importance of photochemical heating, icy grain release,
and adiabatic cooling on gas rotational temperatures in the
inner coma of comets at small heliocentric distances.
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